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1.00 Zimbabwe's manufacturing Sector contributes about 25 per

cent to total Gross Domestic Product <G0P>* one of the highest

such sectoral contributions among the African countries. The

main manufacturing industries are iron ore and steel and metal

fabrication (26X)* chemical and petrochemicals (14%), food

processing <1425 beverages and tobacco (11X) and textiles (14%).

Because it has a fairly diversified industrial base* the Zimbabwe
manufacturing sector is well placed to contribute significantly

to the Industrial development Oecade for Africa programme under

the Lagos Plan of Action.

1.01 As determine by the priority accorded to basic industries

in the Lagos Plan of Action/- this study* will be limited to what

are perceived as priority areas for industrial promotion*

1.02 INQU5ISia!.-££2£QSaAN££.12Z2=12SI

SECTOR 1979 1980 1981

Foodstuffs 415*7 4C5,3 614,7

Drink and Tobacco 132*5 160*8 195,5

Textiles/Cotton Ginning 197*8 2 54*2 313,8

Clothing & Footwear 107*2 143*3 203,4

Wood & Furniture 55,0 62*2 109*6

Paper Printing and Publishing 34*0 114*3 148,5

Chemical £ Petroleum Products 2 35*7 335*3 439,4

Nonmetallic Mineral Products 46*6 62.0 88*0

Metals I Metal Products 427*3 555*2 656,8

Transport Equipment 47*9 58*2 79*2

Other Manufacturing Groups 21*6 30*5 41*4

All Manufacturing Groups 1*771,3 2 3C1*3 2,890*5

Source: Central Statistics Office

As no comprehensive input-output tables for the Zimbabwean

economy have been published since 1965 when the structure of the

economy was substantially different from today it is not possible

to give an accurate picture of the integration of the

manufacturing sector with the rest of the economy. However* an



input-output table was constructed for 1975 aata for the recent

UNCTAD study of Zimbabwe using the 1965 tables as a base and
taking account of increased import substitution in both produc

tion and consumption which had occurred in the economy since
1965. Relevant data showing the linkages within the manufactur

ing sector and the rest of the economy from the UNCTAD figures

are reproduced in Table II.

1.20 Column 1 shows the percentage of output of each of the

different sub-sectors of industry used as inputs within other

sub-sectors of manufacturing industry. This shows that the

Paper/ Printing and Publishing and the Textile sub-sectors in

particular are highly integrated with other sub-sectors of

manufacturing industry# the wood and furniture and metal products

sub-sectors less so.

1,30 Column 2 shows the percentage of output of each industrial

sub-sector used as inputs in non-manufacturing sectors of the
economy. This shows that there is a high level of integration

with non-manufacturing sectors and* particularly the chemical in

dustry* non-metallic mineral products (largely used as inputs for

construction industry* metals and metal products* also channelled

to the construction industry and transport equipment to the

transport sector.

1.40 Column 3 shows the percentage of inputs into the manufac

turing sector obtained domestically from sectors other than

manufacturing. High levels of inputs accrue to the foodstuffs*

drink and tobacco industries from the agricultural sector and to

the metals and metal products sub-sector of industry from the

mining industry.

11.50 Finally column 4 shows the inputs to the various sub-

sectors of industry from other industrial sub-sectors and

provides parallel data to column 1. Inputs to the beverages and

tobacco sub-sector come largely from the printing* paper and

publishing sub-sector and from the foodstuff sub-sectors. Inputs

to the clothing industry are predominantly from the textile sub-

sector and for the wood and furniture industry come from metal

products-

Table II. I^
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Foodstuffs
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Petroleum

Products
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Others

2,4

0,6

28,0

0

13,3

42,9

3,2

6,C

9,7

0

10,4

10,2

0

0

1,5

6,7

11,3

51,5

37,6

25,5

21,8

11,2

66,2

46,6

13,8

10,7

15,4

10,6

13,7

30,1

24,3

2,5

31,7

8,8

41,9

4,4

28,8

16,6

10,8

15,9

9,6

3/1

14,7

7,9

Source

2.01 The metallurgical industry in Zimbabwe revolve around the

iron and steel works of Zisco at Redcliff. Iron ore and coal are

available locally. In 1980 Zisco's output reached a record level

of 804 000 tons of steel i.e. wire rods, sections <not the larger

H-section), blooms, billets and plough beams, but by 1982, the

output had dropped to 700 000 tons and today remains at around

that level. Over 75 percent of Zisco's products are exported.

These steel facilities are unable to produce steel sheets and

plates and stainless for the local market and these have to be

imported.

2.02 the investment needs of ZISCO include: a) a sinter plant

to cost about $75 million, b) a conticast mill to process steel

(the existing mill has severe limitations) to cost S6,5 million.

A plant and sheet mill has been considered though at the moment
it is being ruled out because it would require guaranteed export

markets as only a small proportion of the output would be needed

for local consumption.

2.03 Plans have been under may to invest $200 million in the

sinter plant and high and medium conticast mills. Zisco has been

earmarked as one of the sub-regional development projects.

Recommendations have been made to upgrade and diversify the

products of Ziscosteel to meet the present sub-regional market

for iron and steel products up to the year 2000. Expansion of

the works would require a new plant at a different location.

Under this regional projection, between 1980 to 1990, Zisco steel



production is expected to increase from 80C 000 tons to 1*97

Million tons p*r annum thus requiring an estimated US$405

million. Operating costs of the Ziscosteel plant/ at the moment

of US$146 million/year would be expected to increase by US$28

million/year after expansion.

2.04 Other metal manufacturing processes include ferrochrome

and non-ferrous processing. However* these products are mainly

for export as there is very little demand for them at the moment.

2.11 The development of the iron and steel works - Zisco uias

paralelled by the development of the engineering sub-sector

producing metal products that were needed to maintain and respond

to the needs of the local mining and industrial plants as well as

the establishment of new mines and factories. The engineering

industry supplies from simple hand tools and agricultural imple

ments to machinery and fixed capital equipment in Zimbabwe and to

a lesser extent in the regional market of the Southern African

Development and Co-ordination Conference.

2.12 Within Zimbabwe/ the larger engineering firms are based

in Harare/ Bulawayo and to a limited degree at Kwekae/ Gweru and

Mutare. But there are also light metal working establishments

turning out various forms of structural and fabricated steel-,

work* foundry production and the local items of construction and

machinery.

2.21 Zimbabwe manufactures a wide range of handtools and is

almost self-sufficient in the manufacture of ample implements/

though the country still imports sophisticated tools.

2.22 It is generally understood that the manufacture of hand-

tools depends on the availability of a wide range of intermediate

steel products/ casting and forging equipment and sophisticated

machine tooling; so that many of the supply side constraints in

this area can only be eliminated by the expansion of the basic

metals and mechanical engineering in general.

2.23 The expansion of the metal working industry has its own

technological and institutional constraints/ e.g. as already

shown Zisco has the technological capability of going into steel

sheet and plate but the capital costs involved are forbiding

given the small size of the market of such procuet locally.

2.24 Zimbabwe also has chrome and nickel tthich are important

for certain categories of precision and cutting tools/ but the

present inability of the country to purchase the initially

required **hardware" and shortages of skilled manpower restrict

the local possibilities for expanding into the manufacture of

■ore complex tools within the country.



2.25 Zimbabwe has a relatively high level of capability in the
manufacture of hand tools* Available evidence suggests that the

country's market of hand tools of about Z$1D million annually is
satisfied, at least half may by local production.

2-26 Over the last 3 years, there has been an increasing
demand for hand tools both in Zimbabwe and the neighbouring
countries- There is little doubt that the SADCC/PTA region will

form an expanding market potential for the Zimbabwean tool in
dustry. It is therefore quite probable that there will be a con
tinuing trend towards self-sufficiency in forged tools, whilst

tools based on sheet steel (e.g. planes and cutting tools) are
unlikely to be developed in the short-run due to lack of special

ized steels within the country. The development of the tool
making industry will depend, as experience has shown elsewhere,
on the development of an integrated steel industry as a pre
requisite for possibilities of innovation. (See Annex 1(1) for
company profiles).

2.31 This sub-sector is undoubtedly the most important if not
the nerve centre of the capital goods sector in terns of provid
ing the links between iron and steel production and the manufac

ture of machinery and equipment for the production of final con
sumer goods needs of an integrated industrial system. The net
output is currently about ZS13G million (1932).

2.32 The sub-sector produces a side range of products falling
under ISIC major group 3817 including fabricated metal products
like structural metal products, e.g. construction materials and
metal containers. The sub-sector is also engaged in the manufac
ture of machinery (except electrical) in principle group 382
which has developed from the repair and maintenance of imported
mechanical machinery and equipment to making mining implements
and machines* vehicle bodies* military cars* spare parts for a

wide range of other sub-sectors including cement industry* sugar
industry* railway trucks and wheels* brick-making machines* con
crete mixers* etc.

2.33 An important line of production for the metal works and
mechanical engineering industry is the manufacture of agricul
tural machinery and equipment. Zimbabwe is almost self-
sufficient in the availability of irrigation plant and the
majority of tillage and soil preparation equipment is made
locally.

2.34 A profile of the companies engaged in the manufacture of
metal products and mechanical engineering sector starting with

the country's larger foundries and machine making firms to firms
engaged in the production of farm and irrigation equipment* is
provided in Annex 1(4).



2.40 A££iaiUIU£Al-HA£UIMEBX-&e

2.41 The next important group of Zimbabwean machinery in

dustry is largely concentrated in the production of agricultural

implements* machinery and equipment. The list of products in

clude rollers* ruppers* damp scoops* hammer mills* maize shelters

and a range of harrows and ploughs etc. which have developed in

Zimbabwe for local conditions.

2.42 This sub-sector has engaged in the export of its

products. tike the production of hand tools* this sub-group's

development is directly dependent of metal goods sector.

2.43 fl profile of the firms involved in the sub-sector is

provided in Annex I(8).

2.50 X8I££tt£2I&I£-£&222

2.51 The remaining significant Zimbabwean engineering in

dustry is the production of intermediate goods used in the

production of either capital goods or consumer durables and basic

needs goods. There is also though less significant* some

manufacturers of machinery and equipment for the country's tex

tile industry. See Annex 1(13-15) for details on individual firm

production.

Unlike in the area of basic metals and metal products where*

as we have seen* there is a relatively high degree of inward

looking capabilities* the manufacture of electrical goods is
characterised by more important dependence. Import dependence in
the manufacture of electrical machinery and equipment has been

dominant although attempts, have been made to increase the local
by designing and assembling in Zimbabwe. The main

of the electrical production sub-sector classified as

goods include part of the ISIC principle goods 383;

cables* electrical insulators* switch gear* electrical

electric heating equipment* electronic communication

equipment batteries* electrical overhead line equipment and motor
control centres. This sub-sector is dominated by the local

production of electrical consumer goods* while relatively few

companies ar« engaged in the manufacture of electrical industrial

machinery and apparatus. CSee Annex

IC16-21 for details).

content

products

capital

electric

motors*

2.71 The manufacture of transport equipment in Zimbabwe

embraces from vehicle construction* designing and assembling

activity to making parts* exhaust systems* tyres* leaf springs*



radiators^ fuel tanks* batteries etc.. There is also the

manufacture of trailers and other heavy equipment.

2.72 A list of companies that are among the few large-scale

engaged in vehicle construction and production of transport

equipment is included in Annex 1(2 2).

2-81

2.32 Zimbabwe industry can supply the necessary conductors*

transformers up to 50 HVfi and switch gear to 11 KVA but there is

no capacity to supply large transformers and insulators. Growth

is projected in transmission and distribution facilities. There

is definite demand for transformers and potential market for in

sulators* diffusers and insulator ties.

3.01 The Chemical and Petrochemical Industry contributes about
14X of total manufacturing* second only to the iron and steel and

metal fabrication <?6Z).

3.02 The chemical sector is very broad and covers thousands of

chemicals - both organic and inorganic. For our purposes* we

will consider the chemicals under the following categories:

EE£IXUZ£B2

3-11 The local demand for fertilizers for Zimbabwe averages

about 500 000 tons per year of different types of fertilizers.

About 80X of internal requirements of phosphates is produced and
about 70X of the nitrogenous fertilizers ar« produced locally*

the balance are imported including potash fertilizer.

3.12 The present plans are to set up an ammonia producing

facility from coal plant with capacity to produce 603 tonnes/day

of ammonia. The feasibility study is in progress and a joint

venture with Mozambique to produce ammonia fro« natural gas plant
is still being looked at.

3.13 The ZIMPHQ5 Sulphuric Acid Plants produce approximately

130 000 tonnes/annum and the intention is to increase this to
2000 000 tonnes although plans have not been finalised.

3.14 It is however felt that the present capacity need not be

greatly expanded and should (some epxansion) be adequate well
into the year 2000.

3*15 For company profiles for the fertilizer producing firms*
see Annex 11(1).
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3.21 Use of pesticides is well developed and the market which

is quiet complex is serviced by around 200 crop chemicals. Only

the technical material is imported and the formulations are made

in the country. The formulation plant facilities are thought to

be adequate to produce good products. Some of the facilities are

up to standards where they are being employed for producing much

finer and better quality material for the cosmetic industry.

All the technical materials for the formulations are import

ed including all the emu 1 si tiers*- solvents and dispersing agents.

Copper oxychlora.de is produced from the local copper resources.

The import of methyl bromide is about 400 tons per year and that

of ethylene dibroroide is almost 1 50D tons per year; carbryl con

sumption is estimated around 500 tons/ that of atrazine 500 tons

per annum and carbofuran 300 tons.

3.22 For company profiles* see Annex 11(2).

3.31 Dyes are not manufactured in Zimbabwe* The textile in

dustry which uses about ZS4.5 million per year imports through

local representatives of overseas manufacturers e.g. ICI* BASF*

HOECHST* The import of colour worth about Z$4.0 million per year

is used by the local paints and pigment producers.

3.32 Zimbabwe is estimatd to use about 8 million litres of

paint per year. The present capacity is adequate for the next
ten years.

3.33 There is only a single pigment producing plant producing

a variety of pigments with absolete equipment.

3.34 See Annex IK3) for company profiles.

eusii&s

3.40 There is no production of plastic resins either thermo

plastic or thermosettings in Zimbabwe. The plastic used include

low density polyethlene/linear* low density polythene* high den

sity polythene poly prooylene* polystyrenne* polyuni chloride*

polyester* polyurethane and urea formadehyde. Some big firms

specialize in the production of plastic packaging materials

employing extrusion injection and blow moulding operations.

3.41 The equipment employed is not up-to-date* but is in good
shape to produce quality products* Some of the new units set up

recently use modern circular knitting machines. Some moulds are

also made in Zimbabwe and are of good quality; mould repair is

carried out by some companies themselves. See Annex 11(4).

3.50



3.51 There is no production of synthetic fibres or the
man-made fibres in Zimbabwe. However* the textile industry uses
synthetic fibres in blends with cotton and viscose. The major
users of synthetic fibres are the producers of fabric in the

composite mills with integrated eyeing, printing and finishing
facilities for cotton as well as the blended fabrics.

3.52 One of the producers Cone Textiles was established to use
synthetic yarns and therefore has texturising and knitting
machines. The machines employed by the industry are appropriate

for good quality fabric. There is a texturising company in
Sulawayo naaely Bui awayo Texturised yarn (Pvt) Ltd which sells
texturised yarn to independent knitters. A modern processing
house is located near Harare which undertakes job work also.

3-53 Consumption of polythelene and PVC are expected to exceed
20 000 tons per annum/ soon, which would make a proposal to set
up a factory to produce polymers feasible.

3.61 There are three pulp and paper integrated units, one each
at Norton* Mutare and Kadoma. Mainly using the local cellulosic
materials As the feedstock. The three paper factories produce
kraft paper, packing paper of light to heavy weights* paper for
newspaper and the tissue paper. There is no production of

bleached pulp and hence of the white paper. About 15-30 percent
of the paper produce is being exported.

3.62 The present capacity for production of pulp and paper
seems able to cope with demand from packaging, newspaper and tis
sue paper. However, there are proposals for a 500-600 tons per
day pulp plant specially for production of bleached pulp for
white paper. The fact that about 60% of the pulp required for
paper manufacture is obtained from indigenous raw materials and

the imported pulp is mainly the bleached pulp strengthens the
case of a new pulp plant.

3.63 See Annex 11(63 for more information.

3.71 There are no large volume organic or inorganic chemicals
manufactured in Zimbabwe. Sulphuric acid is manufactured in two
plants {currently) 400 tons per day) half the amount is based on
local pyrites and the remaining on imported sulphur. Phosphoric
acid is produced from the indigenous phosphate rock, mainly used
for production of phosphate fertilizers. Aluminium sulphate is
produced from local sulphuric acid and local alumina (though it
is low quality than the one from Mozambique). Lead nitrate
production is based on lead imported from Zamfcia and nitric acid
locally available from Sable Chemicals; some lead is recovered
from recycle.



Similarly/ silicates are produced from imported glass/

alkaline and neutral. Rosin is produced locally from pir\9 trees

as also the turpentine oil for the paint industry* Arsenic

produced locally is used in cattle dip. Emulsifiers and solvents

are imported <Z$4 million per year). The water treatment chemi

cals as well as sodium sulphide* sodium sulphate and STPP are all

imported.

3.72 The production of detergents is based on imported deter

gent alklate around 3 000 tonnes per annum. Two major detergent

components STPP (2 500 t/a) is also imported; oleum is available

locally/ sodium sulphate (2 000 t/a) is imported honever sodium

silicate is produced locally based on imported components. At

present all the essential oils required for soap and detergents

manufacture are imported. See annex II<7).

3.81 The coal deposits in Zimbabwe are estimated at 29 billion

tons/ there are 24 coal deposits and at present only one deposit

at Hmange is being worked. The coal production is about 3 mil

lion tons per year. The average thermal power station is projec

ted to take about 2 million tons per year. See Annex II<8).\new

4.11 The capital goods sector turns out a aide range of hand

tools and simple implements mainly used in agriculture. The

manufacture of hand tools relies on intermediate or semi

manufactured products mostly supplied by ZISCO in the form of

rods and other shapes. Other inputs not produced in Zimbabwe/

such as sheet steel and plate are imported* Th& production

process involved are relatively simple especially forgoing*

They are therefore/ relatively labour intensive. There is also

the manufacture of more complex tools/ but the lack of

specialised steels and in certain cases skills are the major con

straints in expanding production.

4.12 Zimbabwe's leading capital good sub-sector is the

manufacturing of metal products/ machinery and equipment (except

electrical). The sub-sector is the most significant both in

terms of value added and the range of products made. The sub-

sector turns out fabricated products including construction/

materials/ equipment/ machinery and intermediate goods for a wide

range of other sectors of the economy including cement/ the sugar

industry/ mining/ the railways/ etc.

4.13 Currently there is refurbishing of one of the furnaces at

ZISCO in order to realise the possible capacity of one million

tons of liquid steel.

4.14 A programme worth US$200« is currently underway to

introduce:

10



a) New sinter plant with a capacity of 5 500 tonnes
that will increase a more efficient use of raw
materials.

b) Extension of a continuous casting facility which
will convert molten steel ingots in salable or re-
rolling billets. This installation is aimed at provid
ing a more economic way of processing the hot steel.

4.15 Under the regional plan, the production of steel imple
ments would require augumented supplies of steel and other raw
materials. There are plans to increase ZISCO's output to 1.94
million tons over 10-15 years to supply the P7A region at an es-
tiaated cost of US$405 million.

Plans for establishing facilities for sheet steel and plane
are considered not feasible at the moment mainly due to too small
and internal market and the capital outlay required.

4.16 Zimbabwe has 20-30 large and medium size foundry/forge
«H«2S"**Und*r- % regional plan for establishing units for the
production of farm implements demand for tooled steel will in
crease, a project proposal for a model foundry/forge unit is
currently under joint consideration by ZISCO and Conolly Company,
for the manufacture of different steels special) for both the
local and regional market. Estimated cost is about US$1.5
million*

4.17 Zisco exports 30 per cent of the products and only about

-L*PeiV*?t is 5on?um«d locally. zisco will continue to export
most of its products for the forseeable future as local demand
is rising V9ry slo*ly. Regional demand will play a more impor
tant role in the future.

4.19 The major problems and constraints facing the sector in
clude, the massive investment and its long term nature needed to
increase both capacity and value added for the metallurgical sec
tor, the smallness of the internal market, loss of skills in some
°? *n* industries, inability to procure modern technology and
plant, the effects of price fluctuations for its exported
products*

Tool, alloy and stainless steel will continue to be imported

«^*!!O*TtX*? in *£* futur* but because these products are highly
priced, local manufacture and local demand have to be seen in the
long-term growth.

till~<+ In* th* fieJd of other ferrous metals, the present
capacity for ferrochrome is about 12 000 tons per annum/ mainly
Tor export. *

No expansion plans are envisaged in the near future.

11



4.21 Zimbabwe is currently able to produce and neet some of

the local demand for various chemicals and petrochemicals.

2/3 of the fertilizers are locally manufactured with the

rest imported. With an annual growth rate estimated at 5 p&r

cent/ there is need to increase capacity in the near future. A

new plant with a capacity of 600 tons of ammonia acid per day is

planned at a cost of US$25.1 million.

4.22 Current paper (newsprints cardboard* cardboard cones/

mechanical woodpulp* book paper/ etc) requirements for the

country are estimated at about 28 147 tonnes per annum and

present installed capacity is about 18 000 tonnes per annum thus

leaving a shortfall of 10-12 000 tonnes, ft board and paper mill

costing US$6 million has been prepared in order to increase

capacity to 40 000 tonnes.

4.23 Present demand for chemical bleached papers for schools

and office stationery is about 25 000 tonnes with a present

capacity of 35 000 tonnes. A project with a capacity for 340 003

tonnes per annum for printing/writing paper mill using bleached

hardwood to serve the region is planned. It is estimated to cost

US$120 million.

4.24 A project to produce 5.7 million blankes per annum to

serve the SADCC market is also being considered. It is estimated

to cost US$7.04 million.

4.31 Currently* there are three cement plants serving the

Zimbabwe market with an approximate capacity under one million

tonnes. Less than 10 per cent is exported to some parts of South

Africa and Botswana. The industry is currently operating at

50-60 per cent capacity. Should the building industry pick up

very strongly in the future* a fourth plant could be considered

but for the time being* there are no plans for expansion.

4.41 Currently* Zimbabwe imports all of its sheet glass. A

sheet glass factory has not been established as the minimum size

plant for economic production (10 000-15 000 tonnes) for the lo

cal market is not viable. A new plant would have to export 75

per cent of its production.

5.01 What is very evident is that the size of the Zimbabwean

aarket is not large enough to support expansion and/or diver

sification in most of the sectors namely* steel* heavy chemicals*

textiles* transport* etc. The export markets are necessary in

each instance in order to make the necessary expansions viable.

12



5.02 The most obvious export markets are the neighbouring
regions including Angola* Sotswana* Lesotho* Swaziland* Malawi*
Zambia* Mozambique as well as South Africa and Tanz ania.

To this effect* most of the plans for industrial expansion
are and will be based on the export markets especially the neigh

bouring countries. Over the last three years* interest has
developed to promote multinational co-operation with other
countries under the auspicies of the Southern African Development
Co-ordinating Committee CSADCC) and the Preferential Trade Area
CPTA). As already indicated* areas of interest have been iden
tified for Zimbabwe on a regional bias starting from Zisco Steel
and a continuous casting facility* a pesticide/insecticide for-
■ulation plant* a pesticide chemical plant* manufacture of tools*
polyester staple fibre plant* a textile chemicals plant* etc.

5.10 Other problems that face the Zimbabwean manufacturing
sector (other than the size of the market) include the limited
ability to import modern technology that can increase efficiency
and production levels at the same time creating employment*
shortage in skilled manpower* provision of long term finance and
price control regulations.

5-20 Tracing the history of the development of the manufactur
ing industry in Zimbabwe* it is evident that most of it is in the

hands of the private sector. However* the public sector has
played and continues to play a major supportive role for the
development of the capital goods sector. Furthermore* domestic
private investment and active state involvement have been the
aos-t decisive elements in the provision of capital goods produc
tion in the economy. This has of necessity seen out of the na

ture of investments - long term maturity* massive resource
required.

5.21 A clear distinction therefore emerges that capital goods
sector development needs public support in order to attract
private local and foreign capital. On the other hand* private
local and foreign capital is quickly attracted to intermediate
and final goods manufacturing without requiring direct state sup
port. What is required for the intermediate and consumer sector
are incentives for would be investors.

5.30 The main industrialization objectives i.e. the beneficia-
tion of raw materials* continued import substitution wherever
possible and the promotion of the export of finished goods are
issues that continue to shape the industrial policies of the
manufacturing sector. The entrepreneurial groups both at company
and sectoral levels are conscious of the above objectives.

5-40 Support policies and services available from the state
have included the creation of long term financing institutions
CSaall Enterprise Cevelopment Corporation* Zimbabwe Development
Sank* Industrial Development Corporation) export promotional
measures and incentives* training institutions for technicians*
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artisanSs middle management; promotion of joint venture

arrangements.

The promotion of basic industries in Zimbabwe should offer

further opportunities to other intermediate and final goods sec

tor both for the local and export (regional) markets.

Th« provision of more specialised steel mould reduce the im

port dependence of specialised steel into Zimbabwe and the SflDCC

region* Specialised steel would benefit the agricul

tural/industrial tool manufacturers/ other engineering

fabricators. The provision of fertilizer and coal ar« necessary

for the development of other chemical products which are neces

sary for the plastics* pesticide and other chemical industries*

To support the accelerated industrial development in the

long run and at national level/- an "Industrial Unit1* within the

SADCC Secretariate has been established (located in Tanzania).

This unit is responsible for drawing up regional plans for in

dustrial development and ensuring location and production com-

plimentarity within the region. The unit is also responsible for

sponsoring sub-regional industrial institutions that will support

regional development* including projects on complimentarity and

co-operative basis. Zimbabwe's industrial development plans are

synchronized with those of the SADCC Industrial Unit*

a-.feLN.E-S—X

2.20 _

2.21 The following is a profile of the companies engaged in

the manufacture of metal products and mechanical engineering sec

tor starting with the country's larger foundries and machine

making firms to firms engaged in the production of farm and ir

rigation equipment.

The present position of the production of simple hand tools

and artisans* tools dates back to the 1950s when many such tools
began to appear from the local firms. The majority of the

agricultural hand tools are now produced locally while the

country is also self-sufficient in a wide range of basic ar

tisans' tools. The list of manufactured tools includes the

following:

Axe heads Rakes Shoe Knives

Brick trowels Hacksaws Sheep Sheers

Screw drivers Crowbars Pointing Trowels

Sledge Hammers Forges Garden Forks

Carpenters* vices Tool Boxes Levels

Engineers" vices Nailpunches Non-electrical
soldering irons
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A wide variety of products that come under the category of
simple implements especially those in small-holder agriculture
and cooperatives are made by Bulawayo Steel Products and Zimplou

both located in Bulawayo. Sulaiia*fi-Si6il-£CffiUJ£iS/. a subsidiary
of Amalgamated Metal CUK)* generally perform pressing and forging

work and makes a aide range of forged tools and agricultural im
plements under the "inkunzi" and "anvil1* brand names/ including
hooks* ax«s/ hammers* mattocks and picks- Besides the importa
tion of sheet and plate for agricultural implements and
machinery, the company uses ZISCO Steel which comes in as inter
mediate goods in the form of rods and other shapes. The main
production process of the company ar9 labour intensive. This is
certainly the case in pressing and forging processes which are
usually operated by a number of operators. Ail the tools
manufactured by Bulawayo Steel Products are copied from similar
shapes done elsewhere and have been designed for local condi
tions. For example* a hoe used in tobacco farming has a dif
ferent shape from the hoes used in other farming activities. The
other company engaged in the production of agricultural machinery
for small-scale farmers in Zimbabwe.

&&&£* It3)

There are also firms engaged in the production of the more
complex tools in Zimbabwe. Sflac*_Zifflfc3fe*S a subsidiary of Boart
International in the Anglo American group makes sugar and drill

steel* chisels* coal picks* reamer shells and drilling equipment.
UUQMMll £Cfldl#CiS «hich is wholly owned by Abercom Holdings
manufactures press tools* whilst Saotfxik i£y.J> Uaiifid is engaged
xn the manufacture of machine tools* cruciform bits* cutting
tools* turning tools* wall drills* drill steel and office
equipment.

2.30 fsiiak.sssaycis.aataiHEBi.a^^

£*—ISS£l5-flQd_5QD-UjDi:tsd* is the oldest foundry company in the
country which was established in 1894. In the early years the
bulk of the work undertaken was connected «,ith the making and
repairing of wagons* but this was soon replaced by work related
to the mines and later to industries. The company has tradition
ally manufactured points and crossings and signal gear for the
railways. F. Issels* modern plant was established in 1954 in
Bulawayo s heavy industrial area where a pattern shop and other
metals foundry* machine* fitting* welding* structural* erecting
and rail shops were installed with modern machine tools and
plant. In 1947 the firm entered into a technical co-operation
arrangement with John Brown Group of Companies (UK>* which owned

J °* V1* shares* with the Issels Family owing the remaining
48X. Under this technical co-operation link a steel foundry was
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installed. The company also has a license for the manufacture of

""Mechanite*"" metal* which is the registered trade name of a

range of high-industry cast irons. The Government has now ac

quired a majority shareholding through the Industrial Development

Corporation (IDC) which has 5 2% of the shares. The remaining 48%

of the shares are owned by Porthold Holdings (L'K).

In their Steel foundry F« Issel can make castings up to 18

tonnes in weights cast in a any specification and in any heat/

corrosion or sear resisting alloy to customers' specification.

They can make castings in their iron foundry under the same con

ditions as in their steel foundry. Brass foundry is carried out

of copper and copper alloy castings. The firm carries out its

own laboratory work as castings in all foundries are produced un

der strict metallurgical control using an ARLAB 33 00D

Quantontneter. The rail shop manufactures points and crossings

fro» 30kg to 54kg rail* with standard frocs for the National

Railways of Zimbabwe (NPZ) and other customers.

In 1977 the firm imported a wheel plant* only the second in

Africa and they are licenses for the manufacture of A3 Ride

Control Bogie Packs and the Barber Bogie Pack for railway wagons

and the Griffin Monblock wheel for railway wagons.

lQdU23clfll.£flldiQ£5 which has a number of subsidiaries
(Morawear tubes/ Morewear Engineering/ Willovale Engineering/

Mashonaland Iron and Steel/ Allied Steel. Morewear Industries

Bulawayo and Horewear Iron and Steel Foundry/ and Lysaght and

Company) make a wide range of metal products and engage in con

tract work for the mining industry and the railways. Among the

group Norewear Iron and Steel Foundry can cast iron parts up to

20 tons/ steel up to 40 tons/ make seamed tubes and tube products

and design and construct a range of products including coal

breakers and turnals/ tinning trailers and dumpers for the mining

industry/ stainless steel vessels/ bulk handling equipment for

powdered materials/ motor truck bodies and rolling stock. That

the group is engaged in the construction of heavy equipment is

shown by their recent example of having constructed a 100 ton

class III crane 'the largest to be built in Central Africa/* five

million litre petroleum product storage tanks and overhead
conveyors.

Q*_-.GflQOfill*—aud_£flB)eaOK probably one of the most sophisticated

foundry and engineering firms in Zimbabwe was established during

the depression of the 1930s. Originally founded by Mr. 0.

Connolly/ it is still wholly owned by the Connolly family. 0.

Connolly and Company was engaged in capital goods sector making

sugar mill rolls/ coal pulverizing plant/ ball mills/ hammer

mills/ large industrial cranes/ iron pipes/ steel rods and a

range of ferrous and malleable castings.
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In its modern plant set up during the late 1960s* 0. Connoly
demonstrated a tremendous ability in project execution by build
ing its own forging equipment and virtually the entire plant from
scratch without any outside assistance. They also bought a
second hand blast furnace from the UK and on the basis of the ac

quired furnace they constructed, through copying, their oarn new
one. According to management the locally built blast furnace is

even more efficient than the imported one. Besides the ability
to repair and maintain machinery and equipment/- the firm has the
capability for project execution in the sense of designing and

constructing most of the range of products manufactured locally.

0. Connolly also does contract work for the mines* e.g.
during the late 1970s they constructed the machinery and equip
ment for the asbestos mines at Zvishavane to the tune of $130
million. Though the firm has no division for R & 0 its tooling
section undertakes designing work. They also have recently in
stalled a 34 000 Quanto«#ter for analysing the physical com
ponents of the various products they produce and service other
foundry industries including the National Railways of Zimbabwe
<NRZ) foundry workshop. Also quite recently, they have installed
an American made converter capable of converting electric cycles
to very high temperatures making it possible to produce more
specialised steels that can only be produced under very high tem
peratures. Arrangements have been underway with other companies
to produce tool steel using the 0. Connolly converter. By and
large the company uses local raw materials, pig iron from Zisco,
locally produced coke, limestone and sand. Scrap iron is also
used for casting. It supplies about 25% of the local market in
its main products and exports 2.5Z of its output to South Africa.

Other large foundry and engineering companies include a WS
Craster, Four Jays Engineering, Cochrane and Company, Nimr and
Chapman, Nethiesons, Cleminson and Plaskitt. M*5*.Cc«asiSC are
engineers and founders making a wide range of products"including
iron rollers, pumps, heat exchangers, equipment for the mining
and tobacco industries, etc. £flUC.Ja«-£0fliD«8ES are in the same
class as W.s- Craster in being general engineers and foundrymen*

making iron and non-ferrous castings, moulds and also engage in
sheet aetal fabrication including vehicle body-building and
tobacco curing equipment.

CflSuCiDS-fiQd-CSBfiflD* are foundrymen and engineers making gas
producers, steam and pressure vessels, boilers and tanks, stain
less steel products, industrial mining fans, sheet metal work
and aetal pressing and stamping equipment. They also manufacture
special industrial machinery and equipment USIC 3324), especial
ly industrial heat producing equipment, for example, during UDI
the company manufactured some quite sophisticated equipment in
cluding overhead cranes, also for its own use. Nimr and Chapman,
established during the depression of the 1930s make a wide range
of machinery for mining and other heavy industries. Their
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foundry products include iron and steel and non-ferrous castings*

rods and tubes* ball mills and liner bolts. The firm uses local

pig iron from Zisco scrap metal* coal and coke frow Hiuange and
ferrochrome and imported ferosilicon from South Africa.

ElaltiisaaQS are machine builders making ferrcus and non-ferrous

castings* hammer mills* water power turbines* hydraulic rams and
other forms of machines* whilst ClfiliQS2D—an.d..Elaskjtt make

steel* iron and manganese castings* mining and railway spares.

2.40

Zimbabwe Farm Equipment* a division of William Bain and Co.
<Pvt) Limited <UK) stimulated its local manufacture during the
sanctions period and occupied a leading role among the companies

engaged in the production of agricultural equipment. It was the
largest importer of agricultural machinery before 1964 and their
imports accounted for 80 per cent of their sales. This situation

has more than reversed* with 85 per cent of their equipment sales
in 1980 manufactured by the company.

Zimbabwe Manufacturing Equipment's list of products include
rollers* rippers* dam scoops* hammer mills* maize shelters and a
range of harrows and ploughs which have developed in Zimbabwe for

local conditions. The firm claims about 30% of the local market
in its main products and exports about 15X of its output to
countries in the region <Zambia* Zaire* Malawi* Mozambique and

Botswana). The group uses mainly local inputs; steel from Zisco*
casting from Tinto Industries* types from Ounlop Zimbabwe* but
certain grades of steel (steel and plate) are imported. The out

put of the group is geared to the large-scale commercial farmers
and only about 5% of production is estimated to be going to the
peasant farmers and the former African Purchase Lands. Since the

firm is engaged in the production of relatively more complex
machinery and equipment for the farming sector* its market clien

tele preference generally points to the skewed disparities in the
heterogenous structure of technologies used between the modern
commercial* agriculture and the communal farming sector.

Between 1975 and 11979 over 95X of investment in machinery
and equipment by the agricultural sector was on farms outside the
communal areas*

Other companies engaged in the production of agricultural
machinery and equipment mainly geared for the commercial farming
sector are the Industrial Merchandising Company (IMCO)* Duly and
Company and Tinto Industries. IB£Q* along with Barlow Tractor and
Equipment Company* Afrm Mechanisation* Lowveld Tractor and Motor
Conpany are subsidiaries of Astra Holdings under the ownership of
3arlow Rand (South Africa). The group manufactures a wide range

of agricultural machinery and equipment including cold rollers*
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sprayers/ planter harrow graders, mills, cultivators, reversible
and multi-furrow ploughs and harvesting machinery. Besides
producing for the local commercial agricultural sector* IMCO's
agricultural machinery exports have fetched $1C million in the 10
years up to the beginning of 1983. Much of the export achieve
ment of IMCO was accomplished since independence in April 1980.

I (10)

ri*5£ owned by Rio Tinto Zimbab»e <a subsidiary of
Rio Tinto - UK) is engaged in the production of agricultural im-
pievents and irrigation equipment. The company manufactures
sophisticated planters* harrows for the commercial farming sec
tor. Tinto Industries is also v^ry important in other branches
of metal products especially in the area of transport equipment.
It produces from scotch carts* bin loaders to long truck
trailers. Inspite the fact that the firm is wholly owned by a
foreign company almost all its production technologies were
copxes from older versions produced elsewhere especially in the

UK. Thus* as far as the embodiment of technologies in skills*
machinery and equipment that is actually turned out by the group,
one can conclude that although the original plant and equipment

was imported from abroad* the "software" (skills* know-how and
design etc.) have 100 per cent local content. Only in the
production of the more complex types of trailers* patents and a
technical co-operation agreement have been sought. Unlike most
of the firms engaged in the metal products in Zimbabwe* Tinto

Industries have their own R 8 0 component within the wain produc
tion plant in Harare.

The only firms in the production of agricultural machinery
and equipment for the small-scale farmers are Zimploa and
Bulawayo Steel Products. Zifflfilfl* is a public company* locally
incorporated with 50.?Z of the shares held by Ziitbabwean in
dividuals- Fedmech (South Africa) owns 30.8X of the shares and
Rottiaans of Pall Mall (also South Africa) owns the remaining 19%
of the shares. Between 197S/79 and 1981/82 the production of
agricultural implements increased by 53X. Zim^low's manufactured
products include ploughs* harrows* cultivators* ridgers,
groundnut shellers* planners and hand tools.

Zimplow's main production processes are forging and machin
ing. The original plant was acquired old (second hand) from
various countries including UK* Spain and Japan. The company has
the capability in production engineering* i.e. maintaining and
repairing the existing plant and also adapting plant machinery to
the local conditions. From the standpoint of "appropriateness"
of technology farm equipment developed by Zimbabwean agricultural
engineers seems to be more suitable for regional conditions than
equipment originating from outside the region. It is a commonly
held view both within the SAOCC countries and in Zimbabwe in
particular that given the right price and quality* most of the
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countries in the region would be looking for products produced

for African conditions and tested within Africa itself at the
tine of production. In this view Zimplotu is already supplying

increasing quantities of ex-drawn equipment to Botswana and to
other 5ADCC countries.

Bulawayo Steel Products <Cf section on hand tools) is only

second to Zimplow in the production of agricultural machinery and

equipment for small-scale farmers. Besides supplying about 40%
of the local market in hand tools and snail-scale far* equipment

Sulawayo Steel Products also exports its products to some SADCC

countries* Both Zimplow and Bulawayo Steel Products make use of

the R 8 D facility of the Institute of Agricultural Engineering

under the Ministry of Agriculture. The latter carries out R S 0

activity and designs equipment after which manufacturers are ap

proached to make the recommended product. At times* equipment

designed by the manufacturers is tested and adapted to the local
conditions by the Institute of Agricultural Engineering.

2.50 miI£a£BIfiIEJ2SQflS A.MSIX 1(13)

Outside of ZTSCO the most important companies in the produc

tion of intermediate goods include Lancashire Steel* BMA

Fasteners and Bolt Manufacturers Africa* and t.T. Bolts.

LaQ£a2b.iC£ SlSSl wholly owned by British Steel Corporation (UK)
was established in 1957 and became the first local rod mill. The

mill made a wide range of products including rods* wire* barbed

wire* fencing steel chains* nails etc.* feeding into construc
tion* mining and agricultural industries. Between 1977 and 1978

six drawing machines and an annealing furnace were installed by

the company. Two basic processes; the hot rolling and cold draw

ing are used by the company. The basic raw material used in

this process are coal* lead* steel* flux and zinc. The latter is

imported from Zambia* Zaire and South Africa.

—aad fiali_8aisyfas;im:*cs flfcica* subsidiary of gkn
(tfJC) are engaged in fabricating metal products and have 55? of

their output as bolts and nuts* 30% as nails and roofing
fastners* 102 permanent way fastners* 5% fencing standards and
droppers and a wide range of fastners; battery terminal bolts*

coach screws* clutch bolts* seres* etc- They are probably the

main suppliers of mild steel nuts and bolts to the local market

and about 502 in nails. £0% of the output is sold locally and

202 exported to South Africa and some to Zasbia. Their inputs
include rolled steel* rounds* bars and coils supplied by ZISCO .

they import tool steels* carbide tooling and hydrochloric acid
from South Africa.

Over the years* especially as a result of the UDI experience

the firm has developed a high standard of capability not only in
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maintaining and repairing its own machinery and equipment but
also in constructing and modifying some of the acquired
equipment. The firm's main production processes are labour in
tensive. Several semi-skilled operators provide the main labour
force of the firm- It has also become energy efficient when the
main boiler was changed from using diesel fuel to using coal tar
fuel which is both cheaper for the company and saves foreign ex
change since coal tar is local product. £*I*_fiallS which is
domestically owned and controlled is the main competitor of BMA
Fastners in the supply of bolts to the local aarket. C.T. Bolts
manufactures a wide range of bolts, washers and allied items.
They are also distributors of about 7 000 variations of bolts and
washers.

K15)

Although textile and clothing industry including footwear is

?5%v°f ***! ™aJor act*v***« in Zimbabwean industry (employing
d?*7Z of the industrial labour force), the Manufacturing of tex

tile aachinery in the country is negligible, nainly limited to a
JS*iJ ,Pr?^u<;tlon of Pressing and cutting machines by Berzak Bros
lEJtttJUttltdc a sewing machines <ISIC 3829) mainly from imported
components parts. They have a capacity of 12 000 machines an
nually concentrating almost exclusively on the basic straight-
stitch Harrison machines. They also make steam irons, machine
chairs, cloth winding machines and collers for the textile in
dustry- However, if the present trend continues the implications
for technology in the production of textiles is likely to be in
fluenced more by external factors than by locally generated tech
nologies. Local production of textile machinery is unlikely to
expand due to shortage of technicians, and the present trend of
resorting to the use of sophisticated technologies in the sector
including micro and electronic machines supplied by Juki of
Japan*

in6)

5flylb-.Hal«S-_Ilflfiicifi£ a subsidiary of a British company
manufactures saitchgear, transformers and accessories. The com
pany uses imported inputs especially insulated material. The

production is geared for the local market with SOX of the
products being absorbed by the industrial market while the rest
is exported within the SftDCC market- The production technology

" ^o«atlV*ly labour intensive. The company employed 37C people
in 1v8I

&!*£*£* K17J

SftllS.Il2£lci££ «hich is part of the Mashonaland Holdings is
engaged in electronic contracting and manufactures electronic
motors. The latter are single phased induction motors. Relmo is
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likely to be the only producer of these types of motors in the

country. SO per cent of the total output is for the local
industrial market. The company uses steel castings and shafting

steel from ZISCO and imports silicon from Japan. In 1981 the
company employed;employed 280 workers.

IC13)

ied which is part of the Everglo Group
of companies and is also affiliated to T.A. Holdings manufactures

electrical distribution boards* motor control centres, electrical

distribution equipment and electrical control equipment.

Production is entirely for the local market in which the mining

sector absorbs 435 p^r cent of the total output. The main

production process is assembling as s ho inn by the high import con

tent in the main products estimated At 45 per cent supplied form

the USA* Franca and the United Kingdom. The majority of the

labour force is unskilled and the ratio of skilled to unskilled
labour is 1:12.

«hich is a locally owned

company manufactures electrical insulators* svitchgear and
general electrical overhead line equipment. The company uses im

ported chrome wire and insulators from South Africa and the UK.

The production is mainly for the local market although an export
potential in overhead line equipment exist within the SADCC

region. Municipalities and the Electricity Supply Commission

(ESCJ absorb 90 per cent of the total output of Carlisle
Engineering.

K20)

£lS£l£&Qi£3 which is a foreign owned but locally regis

tered company combines the manufacture of domestic consumer goods
(television sets and cookers) with the manufacture of electrical

communications equipment (ISIC 3332) which developed during the

colonial war against the liberation forces as a result of an in
creased demand for electronic military communications equipment

by the Rhodesian forces. WRS electronics largely uses semi

skilled labour which is recruited locally. Host of the WRS
Electronics production is under license agreements and electronic

components are imported from Japan* Taiwan* Germany* Holland and

the USA. The firm produces mainly for the locel market* although

a big drive in the export market was registered recently espe

cially in the military communications equipment which was export

ed in the Far East in the 1980-81 period.

X(2T)

is the largest firm manufac

turing electrical apparatus and supplies such as electric cables

for both the domestic household market and the industrial market.
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80 per cent of the total production is absorbed by the local
market and the remaining 20 per cent is exported to the SADCC
regional market- fl^fX 1(22)

_Xad«siciss.IEail-UffliS$d is 100 per cent
owned by the Industrial Development Corporation (IOC) which is
itself 100 per cent owned by the government. The Milloavale
Motor Industries has assembled vehicles up to 30 units per day
though this may be reduced according to size and variety of
models being assembled. The firm has in recent years operated a
local Content Development Department charged with encouraging lo-
S?J, "janufacture of parts and spares for the assembled vehicles,
wnnst the cost to the company may on occasion be higher than the

same part included in an import kit, the country has a lot to

benefit by increased local employment particularly in labour in
tensive items such as wiring harnesses. This has invariably been
the experience of many countries that have entered into produc-

«*+k!V!Plt*J.floods during the present stage of the development
of the International division of labour.

«C.aDd-CaBfiJ2^ «0% owned by Lonrho (UK) and 40% owned
by the Dahmer family, are the largest builders and designers of
buses and trucks in the country. The firm started 30 years ago
building wooden bodies for imported buses. They now dominate the
local market with an estimated 90 per cent of the national bus
HZ . a 9Ood **rc#nt««» of the country's trucks bearing to
AVM - Associated Vehicle Manufaturers - trade mark.

Oahmer and Company have designed their buses and trucks to
suit the local conditions. The flVH buses are 70% local content
by mass and more than 50% local by value. The local content for
the trucks is about 55% by mass. The company only imports the
drive unit - the engine, gear box, steering gear, axle and
wheels. Chassis are designed and manufactured locally. The rest
of the vehicle is made locally with a high local content. An ex
port potential exists within the SADCC and the PTA for the AVH
buses and trucks. Another large company engaged in vehicle con

struction is the 2l»Iiyai.£Qacll-auild«CS »hich is owned by Lonrho
(UK). They are probably the second largest coach builders in
Zimbabwe and their main activity is the construction of vehicle
bodies for trucks and buses.

—a °Ka!!?iS !7e^ imported from abroad and fitted with locally
made bodies which are suited to the local conditions, especially
the rough road trucks.

Unlike in the construction of buses and trucks cars are
merely being assembled in the country. Technically, most of the
car assembling done in Zimbabwe involves a 'semi-knocked down

1* ** local cont*nt consisting of tyres, wind screens,
radiators, and car seats. A good number of local managers of
firms making car parts and assembling motor vehicles believe
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that more can be done locally by way of increasing the local

content in the car manufacturing industry. There is probably
less local content being achieved now compared »ith the UDI

period in the motor vehicle assembling lines* e.g. up to 1979

(only a year before Zirababine's independence) land rover bodies

«ere built locally* but now the country is importing completely
assembled landrovers from the UK« Other engineering companies

construct trailers for the various sizes of the motor vehicle
fleet.

There are other firms engaged in the manufacture of

transport equipment including car parts. CSQScaf*2£' a sub-,
sidiary of Metal Box Central Africa which is itself~a~subsidiary
of Metal Sox (UK) makes about a half dozen system. Another com

pany engaged in the manufacture of exhaust systems for motor

vehicles in Bosal (a subsidiary of a Swiss based multination cor
poration). &e.a snaJQgering makes trailers/ sewi-trailers*

vehicle bodies., tractor front-end loaders. Bil£blll £sllS

£DfllDttCina__3Qd_E2biCi.tiudSaQ-S2yitl.fllci£a_i£iil-LiBil2dt"a sub
sidiary via South Africa of Mitchell Cotts <UK) are manufacturers

of light railway* road and and off-road duspers and trailers*
forward loaders* wheels and axles* light railway points switches*

turnouts and turntables and battery mining locomotives.
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3.0-0

3-10

3.11 All three categories of fertilizers namely Nitrogenous,
Phosphatics and Potash are used in the country, but only
nitrogenous and phosphatics are produced locally; the potash fer
tilizers are also imported as is urea.

3.12 Sable Chemicals and ZIHPHQS represent the two largest
producers of nitrogenous and phosphatic fertilizers.

The major nitrogenous fertilizers produced locally is am-
■oniun nitrate. Ammonia is produced by Sable Chemicals (about 72
000 tons per year, where as about 36 000 tons per year of ammonia
is imported). Ammonia also forms the base for production of
nitric acid sold as well as used for production of Ammonium
Nitrate. The raw material for Sable chemicals is electric power.
Because this technology is energy intensive, it cannot be used to
expand the Sable plant.

3.13 The phosphatic fertilizers are produced by Zimphos which
include single and triple super phosphate. the major raw
materials are the phosphate rock and sulphuric acid, the phos

phate rock is available in the country and sulphuric acid is
produced from local pyrites and imported sulphur (costing about
ZS2.5 million per year?. The company sells sulphuric acid as
battery acid, to mining industry and also imports ammonia, nitric
acid, hydrochloric acid (360 tons per year) and sodium hydrixide

(3 000 tons per year). It produces a variety of small volume in
dustrial chemicals like aliminium sulphate, lead nitrate, resin
for pulp and paper industry, silicates, cattle dips and water
treatment chemicals e.g. sulphides and sulphates of sodium lead,
glass, etc.

3.14 The Sable Chemical plant though relatively recent is
based on generation of hydrogen by electrolysis of mater - a

technology which owes its origin to the days of cheap
electricity. The production at Sable would need an alternative
route of ammonia production at the earliest.

3.15 The Zimphos technologies of the manufacture of sulphuric
acid are rather old and need to be replaced by a modern DCDA type
sulphuric acid type. The technologies for the manufacture of
phosphate fertilizers though old are reportedly in good shape.
These, however, do require a high inventory of spares for the
plant.

3.16 The fertilizer produced indigenously as well as that im
ported is formulated in two granulation factories of ZFC and
WINDMILL. These units supply the formulated material for each
crop specifically. There is no complex technology employed in
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these units except the preparation of specific blends for

particular crops.

3.17 The fertilizers used are ammonium nitrate* and triple su~
per phosphates* muriate of potasH* urea and small quantities of

ammonium sulphate.

3.20

3.21 There are about 200 Crop chemicals being used. There are

also fourteen companies engaged in marketing of pesticides;

eleven actual importers and four main distributors. However*

four companies namely Agricura* ZFC* Windmill and Shell cater to

about 90-% of the retail market.

3.22 All of them produce metable powders* emulsifiable con

centrates* flouable materials. The formulators of the chemicals

feel that the capacity of the formulation plants is in excess of

the requirements though one of the companies expanding its

capacity for production of flowable materials.

3.23 About SOX of the pesticides marketed are used by the com

mercial firms and 20 per cent by co-operatives and rural farmers.

3.30 ftI£54-EAI!!I5-fl!lfi-EKflE!!IIS

3.31 The cotton industry has a variety of dyes uhich are im

ported through local representatives of overseas manufacturers

e.g. ICI* BASF and H0ECH5T. It is estimated that HOECHST imports

70% of paints ad pigments. 3.32 Astra and Oulux have ap
propriate facilities for producing paints. Both manufacturers

have since set up separate plants for production of alkyd rsins -

the plant is modern in design and control. The other two

producers ar snail. The two big producers have about 8?X of the

total production of all paints. The other two small producers

about 7 million litres per year*

3.33 The market for dyes* paints and pigments is v«ry quality

conscious - paints and pigments produced locally match materials

anywhere and are being exported to Zambia and Malawi- 3.40

ELA2XIC2

3.41 The plastic processing industry is largely oriented to

packaging materials for fertilizers* sugar* textiles* asbestos

(expert only) as well as liquids e.g. detergents* hot foodstuffs*

meat trays* yoghurt and cream cups* etc. Apart from the 50kg

bags produced from blown film* two plants for woven bags are in

operation and the market is evenly divided between two types of

bag producers.

3.42 There is an industrial outlet of PVC in cable coating.

3.50




